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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMC902198
Barcode: 3149020219829
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD+DVD
Packaging: digipack
Alexander Melnikov [fortepiano]
Isabelle Faust [violin]
Jean-Guihen Queyras [cello]
Freiburger Barockorchester
Pablo Heras-Casado
A=440

DVD: The Piano Concerto filmed at Berliner
Philharmonie

SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto Op. 54, Piano Trio No. 2 Op. 80

Alexander Melnikov
Isabelle Faust, Jean-Guihen Queyras
Freiburger Barockorchester / Pablo Heras-Casado

This second volume of the complete recording of the concertos and trios of Schumann shows just how badly we needed
an interpretation that respects the subtleties and the transparency of Schumann’s writing. Here is a different stylistic
approach to one of the finest concertos in the repertoire, which will undoubtedly open the way to the rediscovery of music
as poetic as it is moving. The final installment will be of the Cello Concerto and Piano Trio No. 1 with Jean-Guihen
Queyras.

"The idea for this CD project arose during a tour on which we performed Robert Schumann’s Trio Op.80. As passionate
admirers of the composer, we conceived the desire to place his works for piano, violin and cello in a broader context and
to illuminate them mutually in order to allow listeners to gain a deeper understanding of his music. We soon agreed to
play the pieces for this recording on a historical piano and stringed instruments with gut strings, using orchestral forces to
match. Thanks to this, we expected our playing to be better balanced, better articulated, and more open-minded.
Pablo Heras-Casado and the Freiburger Barockorchester sprang spontaneously to mind as the ideal partners for a
project of this kind. And indeed they took up our idea enthusiastically and were keen and irreplaceable
fellow-conspirators in the world of Schumann.
Our shared journey into the magical world of this incomparable composer will remain with us as an exceptionally intense,
happy and fulfilling experience." Isabelle Faust, Alexander Melnikov, Jean-Guihen Queyras

ALSO AVAILABLE:
HMC902196 Schumann Violin Concerto, Piano Trio 3
"to have musicians of the calibre of the three soloists here is joyous indeed … This great period-instrument orchestra
transfer their very considerable skills honed in Baroque and Classical repertoire to the Romantic era as to the manner
born. And the use by ensemble and soloist of gut strings gives a very particular sound effect, tangy and immediate"
Harriet Smith, Sinfini Music, 24th April 2015

"In this superb performance, Isabelle Faust brings tremendous musical insight and an infinite variety of colour to the
hugely demanding solo part. The great advantage of presenting Schumann on period instruments is brilliantly
demonstrated here ... Alexander Melnikov's wonderfully sensitive playing of an early 19th-century piano enables the cello
to share more of the musical limelight than is possible on a modern instrument." 
BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE CONCERTO CHOICE Performance: ***** Recording: *****, June 2015
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Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMU907628
Barcode: 093046762827
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Jesús Castro-Balbi [cello]
The Norwegian Radio Orchestra
Miguel Harth-Bedoya

Jimmy LOPEZ: Perú Negro, Synesthésie, Lord of the Air*,
América Salvaje

Norwegian Radio Orchestra
Miguel Harth-Bedoya

Born in Lima, Peru in 1978, Jimmy López is one of the most admired among the younger generation of South American
Composers. His works have been performed by leading orchestras around the world including the Chicago Symphony,
Boston Symphony, Philadelphia Orchestra, Orchestre Philharmonique de Radio France, Sydney Symphony, Helsinki
Philharmonic and the National Symphony Orchestras of Peru, Argentina and Chile.
Miguel Harth-Bedoya leads the Norwegian Radio Orchestra in 'América Salvaje' (2006), 'Synesthésie' (2011), 'Perú
Negro' (2012),  and 'Lord of the Air' – a 2012 cello concerto featuring Jesús Castro-Balbi. All four orchestral works
included here are being commercially released for the first time.
Grammy®-nominated and Emmy Award-winning conductor Miguel Harth-Bedoya is currently Chief Conductor of the
Norwegian Radio Orchestra/Oslo and just concluded his 15th season as Music Director of the Fort Worth Symphony
Orchestra. He is also the Founder and Artistic Director of Caminos del Inka, Inc., a non-profit organisation dedicated to
performing and promoting the music of the Americas.
He regularly conducts the upper echelon of American orchestras including the Chicago Symphony, Boston Symphony,
Atlanta Symphony, Baltimore Symphony, Cleveland, Minnesota, National Symphony, Los Angeles Philharmonic, New
York Philharmonic and Philadelphia Orchestras. In Europe, he is a regular guest with the Helsinki Philharmonic, MDR
Sinfonieorchester Leipzig, National Orchestra of Spain and has appeared with the LPO, BBC Scottish Symphony, CBSO,
Munich Philharmonic, Dresden Philharmonic, Zurich Tonhalle etc.
In summer 2015 he conducted the world premiere of Jennifer Higdon’s first opera, 'Cold Mountain', for Santa Fe Opera.
Other opera productions include' La Bohème' at ENO, directed by Jonathan Miller, and productions of Golijov’s'
Ainadamar' with the Cincinnati Opera, Santa Fe Opera, and at the New Zealand Festival.

"This collection of works spans eight years of creative output, and follows along my journey from Finland to the United
States and an increasing interest in the music of my native country... 'Perú Negro' and 'América Salvaje' are firmly rooted
in Peruvian folk music, making use of its instruments, rhythms and melodies. 'Lord of the Air', although inspired by the
Andean condor, roams free from those musical attachments and constitutes a more direct look into my own harmonic
and melodic language. 'Synesthésie', on the other hand, is an exercise in creativity inspired by the human senses and
the subtle artistry of the French masters of orchestration. I am deeply grateful to the Norwegian Radio Orchestra,
harmonia mundi and Caminos del Inka for placing their faith and trust in this project." Jimmy López

“one of the most interesting young composers working anywhere today” The Chicago Sun-Times.
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Catalogue No: HMU907629
Barcode: 093046762926
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Vadym Kholodenko [piano]
The Norwegian Radio Orchestra
Miguel Harth-Bedoya

GRIEG, SAINT-SAENS: Piano Concertos
Grieg: Piano Concerto in A minor, Op.16 (1869)
Saint-Saëns: Piano Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Op.22 (1868)
Vadym Kholodenko 
The Norwegian Radio Orchestra
Miguel Harth-Bedoya

2013 Cliburn Gold Medalist Vadym Kholodenko is the featured piano soloist in this recording of the Grieg Concerto in A
minor and the Saint-Saëns Concerto No. 2 with the Norwegian Radio Orchestra under the baton of Miguel Harth-Bedoya.
[He] “matches his impressive keyboard prowess with probing emotional depth and daring individuality.” San Diego Story

Grieg’s mission to promote the national music of Norway gave him a distinctive edge among his contemporaries, and the
premiere of his Piano Concerto in A minor earned him the widespread success he had long been seeking.
While Grieg’s concerto is the work of a composer just beginning to find his place on the international cultural stage,
Camille Saint-Saëns’ Piano Concerto No. 2 in G minor, written just a year earlier, has all the hallmarks of an artist who
has already reached maturity.
When the great Russian pianist Anton Rubinstein came to Paris in the spring of 1868 to perform in a series of concerts
with Saint-Saëns conducting, Saint-Saëns found the perfect opportunity to impress the public with another remarkable
musical feat. Rubinstein decided it would be fun to round off his trip with a role reversal: he would make his Parisian
conducting debut with Saint-Saëns at the piano and Saint-Saëns had just 17 days to write a new concerto for the
occasion. The Concerto in G minor was premiered as planned just three weeks later to huge critical acclaim, particularly
for Saint-Saëns’ facility at the keyboard in what is an especially virtuosic work and one of Saint-Saëns’ most witty and
imaginative.
Vadym Kholodenko captured the attention of jury, audience, and critics alike, taking home prizes for best performance of
the chamber work and best performance of the commissioned work. He further demonstrated his artistry with a stunning
 cadenza in Mozart’s Concerto No. 21 – which he composed himself on the plane from Moscow to the 2013 Van Cliburn
 Competition. Since then, Kholodenko has continued to build an international reputation, appearing with major orchestras
 and in recital in the United States, UK, France, Germany, Japan and Singapore.
Last season marked the beginning of his three-year association with the Fort Worth Symphony Orchestra as its first ever
artistic partner. The collaboration includes performances of the complete Prokofiev concertos, which are being recorded
for harmonia mundi USA, as well as chamber music projects and international touring in 2016.
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Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: SIGCD423
Barcode: 635212042328
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Sophie Bevan [soprano]
Mary Bevan [soprano]
Benjamin Bevan [baritone]

London Early Opera
Bridget Cunningham [director]

Handel in Italy, Volume 1

Sophie Bevan
Mary Bevan
Benjamin Bevan
London Early Opera

Gloria in excelsis Deo                                                                                   
Passacaille from the Overture to Rodrigo HWV5                               
Bel Piacere from  Agrippina HWV6                                                 
Sonata for a Harpsichord with Double Keys  in G major HWV579
Un pensiero nemico di pace from Il Trionfo del Tempo e del Disinganno, HWV46a
Cantata 'Cuopre tal volta il cielo' HWV98

Early Opera Company begins its series of Handel recordings with Handel in Italy Volume I. The series features six
releases, including Handel in Vauxhall and Handel in Ireland. In this first recording, Mary, Sophie and Benjamin Bevan
join director and harpsichordist Bridget Cunningham in a recording that features arias from Rodrigo, Agrippina and Il
trionfo del tempo e del disinganno alongside instrumental music and cantatas.
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Label: Delphian
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: DCD34150
Barcode: 801918341502
2 FOR 1.5 Price
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Philip Higham [cello]

J.S. BACH: Suites for Solo Cello BWV1007-1012

Philip Higham

Philip Higham's debut recording, a disc of Benjamin Britten's three solo suites, won acclaim across the board, including
Disc of the Month accolades from both Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine. He has chosen to follow it directly with
the Bach suites which were Britten's inspiration, and which remain pinnacles of the repertoire for any cellist.
Higham has returned to Anna Magdalena Bach's manuscript copy of the works, recently the object of some controversy.
For Higham, however, the manuscript is a provocation not to speculation over authorship but to
interpretations at once broadly and deeply conceived. Not afraid to question received wisdom, Higham's thoughtful yet
daring approach also leads him to combine elements of period and modern style both in his playing and in his choice of
instruments – a 1697 cello for the first five suites and a 2013 five-string instrument to bring out the extraordinary range of
colours with which Bach invested the crowning Sixth.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
DCD34125  Britten Cello Suites
Instrumental Choice, BBC Music Magazine, May 2013
Gramophone Editor's Choice, March 2013

“Listening to Higham playing these suites is like looking through a clear pane of glass at the music” The Strad, April 2013

“this young Scot's ambition pays off: there's nowhere to hide in three solo suites, but why hide a technique as assured, a
musical imagination so finely attuned to Britten's expression, or a Tecchler cello sound as burnished and wonderfully
textured as this? His formidable mastery is lightly worn, and he exudes an invigorating sense of freedom, though not a
single technical imperfection mars this recording (he was co-producer)” 
BBC Music Magazine, May 2013 *****
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Label: Delphian
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: DCD34159
Barcode: 801918341595
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
David Wilde [piano]

Wilde plays Chopin Vol. III

David Wilde

Nocturne in C minor, Op. 48 No. 1, Étude in E major, Op. 10 No. 3, 
Valse in C sharp minor, Op. 64 No. 2, Valse in D flat major, Op. 64 No. 1 ‘Minute Waltz’, 
Scherzo No. 2 in B flat minor, Op. 31, Polonaise in F sharp minor, Op. 44, 
Valse in A minor, Op. 34 No. 2, Mazurka in B flat major, Op. 7 No. 1, 
Mazurka in A minor, Op. 7 No. 2, 3 Écossaises, Op. 72 No. 3, 
Polonaise in A major, Op. 40 No. 1, ‘Military’, Valse in A flat major, Op. 69 No. 1 

The reviews that greeted Vol II of David Wilde’s Chopin last year spoke of his playing as "vast, monumental,
inexorable … a wealth of colour and detail, all in service of an overarching design of crystal clarity"(International Record
Review). Wilde, wrote Bryce Morrison in Gramophone, "scorns all easy facility", presenting Chopin not as the familiar
salon dandy but as "an epic, gnarled and rugged genius shaking his fist at the universe with all the defiance of King
Lear". BBC Radio 3’s CD Review concurred:"The space that he gives the music is extraordinary …This is on a grand
scale."
Here, then, is a further instalment of this extraordinary Chopin journey. As Wilde said to Delphian producer Paul Baxter
as he sat down to record the B flat minor Scherzo: "I’ve been playing this piece for 73 years – I don’t think I need a
score!" This is Chopin absorbed and reshaped: the radical expressive outcome of a lifetime’s involvement with this 
inexhaustible composer.
Pianist and composer David Wilde recently celebrated his 80th birthday. A student of the legendary pianist Solomon,
Franz Reizenstein, and Nadia Boulanger, Wilde won a first prize at the Liszt–Bartók competition in Budapest in 1961 and
between 1962 and 1988 gave seven solo performances at the BBC Proms. Having previously recorded for EMI and Saga
Records, he now records exclusively for Delphian, with a catalogue that includes two further volumes of music by Chopin: 

(DCD34010 and DCD34138):

“This is the most intense, idiosyncratic, personal Chopin recital to be recorded in years. Always-interesting, pianist David
Wilde recorded it at age 80, shortly after the death of his wife Jane...Chopin this weird and personal will always create
enemies [but] I, for one, have listened to this album in shock, admiration, fascination, and deepest respect.” 
MusicWeb International, March 2015

“miraculously glistening works reverberate in striking, pearly play from Wilde’s Steinway, the stunning sound courtesy of
producer/engineer Paul Baxter.” Audiophile Audition, April 2015
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: BAC121
Barcode: 3760115301214
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Chorus and Orchestra of Verona Arena/Henrik
Nánási 
directed by Franco Zefirelli

BIZET: Carmen
High Definition recording June 2014, Verona Arena

Carmen: EKATERINA SEMENCHUK
Micaëla: IRINA LUNGU
Don José: CARLO VENTRE
Escamillo: CARLOS ÁLVAREZ
Frasquita: FRANCESCA MICARELLI
Mercédès: CRISTINA MELIS
Le Dancaïre: FEDERICO LONGHI
Le Remendado: PAOLO ANTOGNETTI
Zuniga: SEUNG PIL CHOI
Moralès: FRANCESCO VERNA

Stage direction & set design: FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI

Bizet’s 'Carmen' - one of the most beloved operas – staged at the world-famous Arena di Verona. This opulent
production was directed by Franco Zeffirelli and sung by an international cast of excellent singers: Russian
mezzo-soprano Ekaterina Semenchuk, soprano Irina Lungu, tenor Carlo Ventre and Carlos Alvarez. The famous opera is
staged as a colourful feast for the eyes, true to its source and convincingly acted by soloists, chorus and ballet alike.
Conducted by Henrik Nánási it is a gloriously sung musical experience.

159 mins, subtitles in Italian, English, French German
Region free NTSC DVD, 16:9, Dolby digital 2.0, 5.1 
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Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: BAC421
Barcode: 3760115304215
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Chorus and Orchestra of Verona Arena/Henrik
Nánási 
directed by Franco Zefirelli

BIZET: Carmen
High Definition recording June 2014, Verona Arena

Carmen: EKATERINA SEMENCHUK
Micaëla: IRINA LUNGU
Don José: CARLO VENTRE
Escamillo: CARLOS ÁLVAREZ
Frasquita: FRANCESCA MICARELLI
Mercédès: CRISTINA MELIS
Le Dancaïre: FEDERICO LONGHI
Le Remendado: PAOLO ANTOGNETTI
Zuniga: SEUNG PIL CHOI
Moralès: FRANCESCO VERNA

Stage direction & set design: FRANCO ZEFFIRELLI

Bizet’s 'Carmen' - one of the most beloved operas – staged at the world-famous Arena di Verona. This opulent
production was directed by Franco Zeffirelli and sung by an international cast of excellent singers: Russian
mezzo-soprano Ekaterina Semenchuk, soprano Irina Lungu, tenor Carlo Ventre and Carlos Alvarez. The famous opera is
staged as a colourful feast for the eyes, true to its source and convincingly acted by soloists, chorus and ballet alike.
Conducted by Henrik Nánási it is a gloriously sung musical experience.

Running time 159 min, Subtitles FR / ENG / DE / IT
16/9, PCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1
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Label: Onyx Classics
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: ONYX4123
Barcode: 880040412328
2 FOR 1.5 
Format: 2 CD
Packaging: cristal
Midori [violin]

J.S BACH: Partitas & Sonatas for Violin Solo

Midori

“The story goes that, when I was about two years old, my mother found me humming a Bach melody that she had been
practicing a few days earlier. My own memories of Bach begin from the time when I started to practice my first solo
Sonata in G minor, when I was about seven years old. The piece had been assigned to me, as all repertoire was at that
age, and I had no idea what to do with it. Over the years, I have come to realize that, in studying Bach, one’s learning
never stops. To my thinking – and I’m sure most other violinists would agree – these sonatas and partitas for solo violin
are monuments of the literature, for many reasons. Their study opens up and trains the ear for more precise and
ever-deeper listening. One learns to understand the relationship between the various notes, in addition to just hearing the
notes themselves. Indeed, I find that I have learned more from studying these Bach compositions than from any other
music. It is an almost miraculous feeling that envelops me when I am fully engaged with these musical masterworks.
These works are larger than life – they stretch the artistic and technical responses that one can have toward a piece of
music. Bach’s music is always “right” for any circumstance. I have been able to present these pieces anywhere: to play
for refugees in an outdoor setting, in the intensive care units at hospitals, in great concert halls, in places of worship, for
celebratory occasions or remembrances and in any corner of any country in which I have ever performed. Bach travels
well. The music does not require any special equipment or conditions. It must simply be played and heard, and
invariably, with every committed performance, listeners young or old manage to be as transported as is any beguiled
performer.” Taken from Midori’s booklet notes

ALSO AVAILABLE BY MIDORI ON ONYX:
ONYX4084 Bloch Violin Sonata No.2, Janacek, Shostakovich Violin Sonatas

Adverts in Gramophone and BBC Music Magazine
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Label: Flora
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: FLO1006
Barcode: 3149028051520
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Philippe Pierlot [viol]
Dhruba Ghosh [sarangi]
Nitiranjan Biswas [tabla]
Roselyne Simpelaere [tampura]

Captain Hume's Journey to India

Philippe Pierlot 
Dhruba Ghosh 

In 1637, the soldier mercenary Captain Tobias Hume went on a mission to India where he met a sarangi player. Hume
introduced himself in music: his work as a soldier, his travels, his passion for music, his mischievous, duplicitous love
affairs... The sarangi player answered him before they combined their sounds. Drhuba Gosh and Philippe Pierlot invite
you to go through this imaginary travel again.
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Label: Flora
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: FLO2110
Barcode: 5425008377667
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Marc Hantaï (flute)
Georges Barthel (flute)
Eduardo Egüez (theorbo)
Philippe Pierlot (viol)

A Concert for Madame de Sévigné
de Visée, Hotteterre, Lully, Marais
Philippe Pierlot

"Young people danced on the songs, as it is generally the case at the Court. Everybody could play and listen to the
beautiful concert of Visé, Marais, Descoteaux and Philbert. The feast lasted till midnight and the marriage was celebrated
in the Chapel of the Hotel de Créquy" 3 February 1696.

This new Flora recording tries to reproduce the concert as it has been described by Mister de Coulanges to his cousin
Madame de Sévigné. Original works of Hotteterre, Gaultier de Marseille, de Visée, transcriptions from Lully and an
unpublished Marais suite for viol are forming the programme.
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Label: Flora
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: FLO0906
Barcode: 5425008378329
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
François Fernandez [violin] 
Boyan Vodenitcharov [fortepiano]
performed on period instruments

M0ZART: Violin Sonatas K.303, 360, 378 & 454

François Fernandez  
Boyan Vodenitcharov 

The sonatas gathered here are from the youth of Mozart, composed from the age of 13 to 20 ! Between Paris- that he left
at his mother's death in 1778-Salzburg, Munich (where he triumphed with Idomeneo) and Vienna, Mozart captivates us
be it in intimate, deep or virtuosos moments. Sublime, elusive, incomparable composer...
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Label: Stradivarius
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: STR37001
Barcode: 8011570370013
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Andrea Padova [piano]

J.S.BACH: Goldberg Variations

Andrea Padova

Andrea Padova won the J.S. Bach International Piano Competition in 1995 and from that moment began recording
several CDs devoted to Bach's keyboard works. In the execution of this CD, the variations are not only divided into
groups -in all the cases in which Bach left an esoteric indication - Padova has chosen not simply to place one variation
after another but to link them so that the end of one flows directly into the beginning of the next.

"The pianist Andrea Padova turns sound into poetry. His virtuosity, sensitively managed, resounds through every
measure... the "Goldberg" Variations remains the wildest of musical fantasies. Padova's wizardry and articulation gave
the music its needed momentum, conveying the sense of successfully exceeding the limits of human possibility" The
Washington Post
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Label: Stradivarius
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: STR37023
Barcode: 8011570370235
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Arparla:
Davide Monti [baroque violin]
Maria Christina Cleary [arpa doppia]
with Ulrike Engel [baroque violin]
Alberto Rasi [viola da gamba]
Massimo Marchese [baroque guitar]
Marco Muzzati [percussion]

UCCELLINI: Sonate over Canzone Op. 5

Arparla
Davide Monti
Maria Christina Cleary

This collection of twelve sonatas, of opus V by Don Marco Uccellini, (17th century violinist, composer and maestro di
cappella in Modena, Italy) a canon and final fanfare piece Trombetta sordina is the earliest extant collection of pieces for
solo violin and basso continuo. They are highly experimental in the expressive as well as technical solutions: the violin
extends up to 7th position. Most collections of this time include works for several instrumental combinations. This is a
premiere recording of the complete opus.
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Label: Nascor
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: NS12
Barcode: 3760142231126
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Sunao Goko [violin]
Haruko Ueda [piano]

BRAHMS: Violin Sonatas Op. 78, 100, 108 
 

 

 

At 22, Sunao Goko is a violinist of startling maturity. He is a recipient of the National Award (Japan's highest Imperial 
honour) and winner of several international competitions including the 2013 Tibor Varga Sion Valais International Violin 
Competition in Switzerland. He performs here on the Banat violin made by Stradivarius in 1682. Goko is partnered with 
his frequent collaborator Haruko Ueda in a sublime reading of Brahms's Violin Sonatas. 
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Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Chamber
music
Catalogue No: PRD250307
Barcode: 3149028043327
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Pascal Moraguès, 
Prazák Quartet,
Vladimir Mendelssohn,
Frank Braley

MOZART: Clarinet Quintet, Kegelstatt-Trio 
WEBER: Clarinet Quintet
Prazák Quartet

Joined here by clarinetist Pascal Moraguès, the Prazák Quartet performs three chamber masterpieces for the clarinet.
The first two works, composed by Mozart and dedicated to fellow mason Anton Stadler, are the famous Kegelstatt-Trio
and Clarinet Quintet. The trio was said to have been written in no more time than it took to play a game of skittles, and
the Clarinet Quintet is one of the most beautiful works ever written by the composer. The disc is completed by Weber's
Clarinet Quintet, which was dedicated to German soloist and composer Heinrich Josef Bärmann.
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Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: DSD350112
Barcode: 3149028038521
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 SACD
Mstislav Rostropovich [cello]
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra/Sir Adrian Boult
Leningrad Philharmonic Orchestra, 
USSR State Symphony Orchestra/Gennady
Rozhdestvensky

Mstislav Rostropovich: A Romantic Portrait
DVORAK: Cello Concerto Op. 104, SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto Op. 129,
TCHAIKOVSKY: Pezzo Capriccioso Op.62
Mstislav Rostropovich
Sir Adrian Boult
Gennady Rozhdestvensky

This release is part of the Praga label's stellar Reminiscences series of SACD remasterings. On this disc, the legendary
cellist 'Slava', Mstislav Rostropovich, performs romantic concertos by Dvorák [Abbey Rd 1957] and Schumann [London
1960] and Tchaikovsky's 'Pezzo Capriccioso' [Moscow 1964] , all of which he championed for half a century. He is
supported by the Royal Philharmonic led by Sir Adrian Boult, and the Leningrad Philharmonic led by Gennady
Rozhdestvensky.
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Label: Praga Digitals
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: PRD250309
Barcode: 3149028043525
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal

Emil Gilels in Prague
MOZART: Piano Sonata K533, BRAHMS: Ballades Op. 10, Fantasias Op. 116

Emil Gilels, like Svjatoslav Richter, his fellow citizen from Odessa, liked to visit Prague, the Mozart's beloved city. There,
they felt free to leave aside their Slavic repertoire for tributes to the composer of the 'Magic Flute'. Gilels plays here the
Schumannesque Ballades, by the young Brahms and the Fantasias Op. 116. Mozart's Piano Sonata K533/494 has not
been issued before. 

Recorded Prague Spring Festival 24/5/1973 except Ballades: Czech Radio 10/5/78
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Martin Neu [organ of San Hipólito Church,
Córdoba]
Ensemble Officium
Wilfried Rombach

Tientos y glosas
Iberian Organ Music
Martin Neu
Ensemble Officium
Wilfried Rombach

XARABA (1652-1715): Tiento Lleno segundo tono
COELHO (1555-1635): 5 Versos de Kyrie do 1. Tom, Ave Maris Stella (alternatim: Schola)
ARAUXO (1584-1654): Tiento y Discurso de medio registro de dos Baxones de Octavo Tono,
Tiento de medio registro de tiple de Octavo Tono, 
Siguense Tres Glosas sobre el Canto Llano de la Immaculada Concepción (Ensemble Officium), 
Tercero Tiento de Quarto Tono, Tiento Tercero de Sexto Tono sobre la primera parte de la Batalla de Morales

Martin Neu brings works by Correa de Arauxo, Coelho and Xaraba to life in their Spanish homeland at the organ of San
Hipólito in Córdoba. The sound of the organ unfolds transparently within the church interior; noble, warm prinicipals and
flute stops as well as a variety of characteristic reed stops lend great sonic dignity to the instrument. Together with the
antiphonal choral sound of the Ensemble Officium, the recording reveals the multi-facetted elegance of this musical
epoch.

The Golden Age (Siglo de oro) of Spain began during the rule of Emperor Charles V (1516-1556). Spain’s political and
economic power also led to an artistic and cultural heyday. The most important musicians of this period included
Francisco Correa de Arauxo and Manuel Rodrigues Coelho. During this period, the most important genre in keyboard
music was the Tiento.
Originally an imitative form, it became a symbol of baroque freedom in the hands of Correa de Arauxo, thanks to his
creativity in the use of harmony, rhythm and the art of ornamentation. The art of diminution of a work (Glosas) – the
dissolution of the composition in smaller note values – is impressively shown by Correa, too.
The organ of San Hipólito Church in Córdoba was built by Joseph Corchado in 1735. Over the course of
the centuries, the organ was subjected to various alterations, but no fundamental changes were made in its
structure and disposition. In 2006 the entire instrument was subjected to a complete restoration. The main
concern of this careful restoration was to preserve the character and aesthetic of this unique instrument
and to restore its originally tuning and temperament. The works recorded here are thus played on an organ
that comes as close as possible to the sound aesthetics of the period during which they were composed. 
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Moritz Ernst [piano]

Viktor ULLMANN, Norbert von HANNENHEIM: Piano Sonatas 

CD1: Ullmann: Sonata no.7 (1944), Sonata no.1 op.10 (1936), Sonata no.2 op.19 (1938/39),
Sonata no.6 (1943), Hannenheim: Sonata no.2, Sonata no.4a
CD 2: Hannenheim: Sonata no.12, Sonata no.6, Sonata no.3
Ullmann: Sonata no.3 op.26 (1940), Sonata no.5 (1943), Sonata no.4 op.38 (1941)

In the 20th century, it often suffices to know a person’s date of birth in order to get an idea of his experiences and his
fate. 1898, Viktor Ullmann’s and Norbert von Hannenheim’s year of birth, means witnessing World War I during the
formative years of late adolescence; attempting to establish oneself during the 1920s – a time that was hardly 'golden',
but rather downright chaotic – and eventually, after 1933, living through increasing darkness and danger of death. A time
in which boundaries dissolve, all identities become indeterminate and solid points of reference seem no longer to exist.
The piano sonatas by Ullmann and Hannenheim bear witness to their faith in a high purpose of artistic endeavour. They
demonstrate vitality through their power of form, wrested from the most adverse of conditions. This is what makes us
appreciate and honour this music especially today.

In the more than 20 years of its existence, eda records – founded in 1990 as EDITION ABSEITS – has called many a 
peripheral musical area to the attention of an increasingly attentive audience. Whereas in the early
years, classical chamber music in the broadest sense was the focus in the development of the catalogue, eda soon
participated as the very first label in the discussion about 'suppressed music' with highly praised first recordings of the
so-called Theresienstadt composers. 

After the turn of the millennium, the generation of composers represented by Franz Schreker and his pupils as well as an
extensive exploration of the avant-garde Russian piano music of the second and third decades of the 20th century
moved into the centre of interest. Following this, eda documented the most important chamber music works for
saxophone and piano on four CDs before initiating an in-depth investigation of the consequences of exile and Shoah on
Polish musical life with the series 'Poland Abroad'. With pride and gratitude, eda records can point to a circle of
outstanding performers, many of whom have become friends and companions.  
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Andrzej Sienkiewicz [trombone] 
Grzegorz Gorczyca [piano] 
Warsaw Philharmonic Chamber Orchestra, 
Christoph Slowinski

Poland Abroad Vol.6: Concerto / Concertino 
Music of Fitelberg, Kassern & Spisak

Jerzy FITELBERG (1903–1951): Concerto for trombone, piano & string orchestra (1948)
Tadeusz Zygfryd KASSERN (1904–1957): Concerto for string orchestra (1943)
Michal SPISAK (1914–1965): Concertino for string orchestra (1942)

'Poland Abroad' – the motto of eda’s series dedicated to the many unknown treasures of Polish
music from the 20th century – resulted from the observation that Polish musical history developed
to a great extent in exile. It was above all for political reasons that compelled Poland’s cultural elites
to go abroad before the recovery of national sovereignty in 1918. In the 1920s the cultural meccas
of Berlin and Paris attracted the talents and presented opportunities for artistic development. After
Hitler’s seizure of power and the persecution of Europe’s Jewish population many artists took refuge
in America. Fitelberg, Kassern and Spisak, major representatives of the ‘Parisian school' of Polish
neo-classicism, strongly influenced by Stravinsky and the aesthetics of Nadia Boulanger, enjoy
recognition appropriate to their importance neither in concert life nor on the market for recorded
music. Three key works of their oeuvres are represented here in world premiere recordings.
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Mikis THEODORAKIS: Echowand - Lieder

Wildwaches Land
Nihtoni, Einsame Reise, Medeas Entsagung, Vergiftete Zeit, Wie geheimnisvoll schön meine Liebste ist,
Fortunas Gewässer, All meine Habe, Uferloses Meer, Esmeralda, Oft sprichst du zu mir, Abschied, Betörendes Lied

On July 29, 2015 composer Mikis Theodorakis will celebrate his 90th birthday. In honour of this occasion, soprano
Johanna Krumin and baritone Peter Schöne offer this collection of 13 of the composer's songs. Regarded as somewhat
of a political hero, Theodorakis has given a face and a voice to the Greek people. This project aims to be a musical
homecoming, a return to his beginnings in the form of pure music free from all external constraints.
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Ulrich KRIEGER: urban dreamings

 

Sternenjäger I (2005) for bass flute, bass clarinet, tenor saxophone, electronics / 
Erik Drescher, Christian Vogel, Ulrich Krieger
before|QUAKE (2005) for cello, piano, percussion / California EAR Unit
Il cimitero chiuso (1997) for amplified chamber ensemble / Sonic Boom
… as above, so below … (for PN) (1997/2003) for 14 sopranino saxophones / Ulrich Krieger, sopranino saxophones
V. (2001) for church organ with mechanical registers / Johannes Uhle, organ
Azrael II (2002) for solo cello, chamber ensemble, electronics / Ensemble Experimente

This survey of saxophonist Ulrich Krieger’s chamber music illuminates his ongoing penchant, as a composer, improviser,
and interpreter, for probing the affinities between the rock and classical avantgardes.
Krieger says of his music: “At the moment my interest is mixing band-type instrumentation with classical instruments
(think Doom Metal meets Scelsi).”
A classicaly trained saxophonist, Krieger gained notoriety for his transcription of Metal Machine Music, which
orchestrated rock legend Lou Reed’s notorious hour-long guitar feedback extravaganza via an expanded lexicon of
acoustic textures. This was a project very much related to his own composing (it was completed in 2002, just after most
of the pieces here). It also led to the forming of Lou Reed’s avant-garde trio which included Krieger.
before|QUAKE was written for the California EAR Unit. In the “before|” section the three instruments function like tectonic
plates independently moving against each other, and then the “|QUAKE” starts in
the second half of the piece – a slow rumble, still quiet and not yet erupting into an earthquake.
Il cimitero chiuso was influenced directly by the Venetian soundscape (water and stone) as well as its composers
Gabrielli and Nono. All the instruments blend together to a point where it often becomes nearly impossible to say who is
playing what.
…as above, so below… (for PN) was originally a semi-improvised sopranino sax solo that employed circular breathing
and centered around only two basic multiphonics and a few variations thereof. The multiphonics produce very low, but
well audible, difference tones. The combination of all these elements (multiphonics, circular breathing, difference tones)
make for another example of a very electronic-sounding acoustic piece.
Azrael II is about the fight of the cello for dominance over, or within, the orchestra. The middle section’s dense
percussion is influenced by the late ‘90s progressive dance subgenre drum’n’bass.
V. for church organ starts in the very low register of the organ and finishes at its highest end, covering the entire human 
hearing range. The noisy sounds in the beginning are made by the air stirring in the pipes of the organ, not yet strong 
enough to produce a tone...
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